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Returns to educational qualifications
Treatment effects
a b s t r a c t
We consider the identification and estimation of the averagewage return to attaining educational qualifi-
cations when attainment is potentially measured with error. By exploiting two independent measures of
qualifications, we identify the extent of misclassification in administrative and self-reported data on ed-
ucational attainment. The availability of multiple self-reported educational measures additionally allows
us to identify the temporal patterns of individual misreporting errors across survey waves. We provide
the first reliable estimate of a highly policy relevant parameter for the UK, namely the return from at-
taining any academic qualification compared to leaving school at the minimum age without any formal
qualification. We identify returns to qualifications under two alternative settings: a strong ignorability
assumption and an exclusion restriction. All these results are obtained by casting the identification prob-
lem in terms of a mixture model, and using a semi-parametric estimation approach based on balancing
scores, which allows for arbitrarily heterogeneous individual returns.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).1. Introduction
The estimation of the return to education has probably become
the most explored and prolific area in labour economics.1 If a
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1 Policymakers too have shown increasing interest, with estimated returns
feeding into debates on national economic performance, educational policies, or
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0304-4076/© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access articcontinuous years-of-schooling measure of education is affected by
recording errors, standard results based on classical measurement
error show that OLS estimates of the return to an additional
year of education are downward biased, while appropriate IV
methods applied to the linear regressionmodel provide consistent
estimates. If however a categorical qualification-based measure
of education is affected by errors, any such error will necessarily
vary with the true level of education, so that the assumption of
classical measurement error cannot hold (see, for example Aigner,
1973). In this case, OLS estimates of the returns to qualifications are
no longer necessarily downward biased, and the IV methodology
cannot provide consistent estimates (see, for example Bound et al.,
2001).
To date, empirical evidence on the importance of misreporting
and returns to discrete educational levels is restricted to higher
education in the US, where it was in fact shown that measurement
error might play a non-negligible role (see Kane et al., 1999; Black
the public funding of education. For an extensive discussion of the policy interest of
the individual wage return from education, see Blundell et al. (2005a).
le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
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the returns to educational qualifications that adequately correct for
measurement error. This is of great concern, given the importance
of focusing on discrete levels of educational qualifications2 and
given the widespread misconception amongst UK researchers and
policymakers that the bias from measurement error (believed to
be downward) and the so-called ‘‘ability bias’’ largely cancel each
other out (Dearden, 1999; Dearden et al., 2002; McIntosh, 2006;
Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, 2011).
This paper focuses on the returns to educational qualifications
when attainment is potentially misrecorded3 and offers a two-fold
contribution. First, it provides the first reliable estimates of a highly
policy relevant parameter for the UK, namely the return from at-
taining any academic qualification compared to leaving school at
the minimum age without any formal qualification. Secondly, it
estimates misclassification probabilities and patterns of misclas-
sification, including the temporal correlations in misreporting by
individuals across survey waves.
In order to overcome the bias introduced by misreported
educational qualifications and to achieve point identification of
the returns, (at least) two categorical reports of qualifications
need to be available for the same individuals, both potentially
affected by reporting error but coming from independent sources
(for the proof of non-parametric identification, seeMahajan, 2006;
Lewbel, 2007; Hu, 2008). Repeated measurements on educational
qualifications are typically obtained by combining complementary
datasets, for example exploiting administrative records and
information self-reported by individuals. An additional appealing
feature of this approach is that it provides estimates of the extent
of misclassification in each educational measures, which is often
of independent interest. As we will see, our case study employs
additional measures on top of the minimum number required to
achieve identification, thus allowing us to shed light on features of
the measurement error process not unveiled in past studies.4
We focus on the return from attaining any academic qualifica-
tion compared to leaving school at the minimum age of 16 with-
out any formal qualification (the latter being akin to dropping out
of high-school in the US). This return captures all the channels
in which the initial decision to attain academic qualifications at
the school-leaving age impacts on wages later on in life, in par-
ticular the contribution that attaining such qualifications gives to
subsequent educational attainment. The policy relevance of this
parameter for the UK is additionally highlighted by the finding that
the main effect of changes in compulsory schooling was not to in-
crease the length of schooling, but rather to induce individuals to
2 In the UK educational system, individuals with the same number of years of
schooling can have different educational outcomes; this not only obfuscates the
interpretation of the return to one additional year, but imposing equality of yearly
returns across educational stages was found to be overly restrictive (see Blundell
et al., 2005b).
3 Misrecorded education can arise from data transcript errors, as well as
from misreporting, whereby survey respondents may either over-report their
attainment, not know if the schooling they have had counts as a qualification or
simply not remember.
4 An alternative to dealing with misclassification bias which does not require
repeated educational measures is to derive bounds on the causal effect of interest
by making a priori assumptions on the misclassification probabilities (see, for
example Kreider and Pepper, 2007;Molinari, 2008; Kreider et al., 2012). In previous
work (Battistin and Sianesi, 2011) we based the analysis on one self-reported
measure and could only provide partial identification of returns under strong
ignorability. The bounds we suggested can be derived allowing for arbitrarily
heterogeneous individual returns, while the corresponding sensitivity analysis is
easy to implement and can provide an often quite informative robustness check.
By contrast, in the current paper we achieve point identification not only of
the returns, but also of the distribution of measurement error. Additionally, we
discuss identification of policy effects under two scenarios that in our context seem
appropriate (under strong ignorability and in the presence of a valid exclusion
restriction).leave school with an academic certification (Del Bono and Galindo-
Rueda, 2004).
We rely on detailed longitudinal data for the male sample of
the British National Child Development Survey (NCDS), which al-
lows us to identify returns under two alternative settings. This data
appears particularly suited to support the strong ignorability as-
sumption that the observables are enough to control for the en-
dogeneity of educational choices. This is because, in addition to
detailed family background and school type variables, the NCDS
contains extensive measures of both cognitive and non-cognitive
traits at early ages. Under the strong ignorability assumption we
also explore how the biases from measurement error and from
omitted variables interact in the estimation of returns to educa-
tional qualifications, providing simple calibration rules that policy
makers can apply to nationally representative datasets relying on
self-reported qualifications and with no information on individual
ability and family background (e.g. the Labour Force Survey). Alter-
natively, we identify returns for a specific group (the ‘‘compliers’’)
exploiting an exclusion restriction.
Using the unique nature of our data we identify the extent
of misclassification in three different data sources on educational
qualifications: administrative school files, self-reported informa-
tion very close to the dates of completion of the qualification, and
self-reported recall information ten years later. To this end, we
combine multiple measurements self-reported by individuals in
the NCDS with administrative data on qualifications coming from
school records. Compared to the existing articles in the literature,
the availability ofmultiple self-reportedmeasurements introduces
a certain degree of over-identification, which allows us to isolate
the extent of misreporting in school files from that of individu-
als, while allowing for persistence in the propensity to misreport
across self-reported measurements. Thus, our setup gives us the
unique chance of assessing the temporal patterns of misreporting
errors across survey instruments and of decomposing misreport-
ing errors into a systematic component linked to individuals’ per-
sistent behaviour and into a transitory part reflecting survey errors
that occur independently of individuals in each cross-section sur-
vey wave.
On the methodological front we propose a semi-parametric es-
timation approach based on balancing scores and mixture models.
We cast the estimationproblem in termsof amixturemodel,which
combined with the propensity score defines a semi-parametric
procedure that allows for arbitrarily heterogeneous individual re-
turns. Given that the misclassification problem can be stated in
terms of finite mixtures with a known number of components, we
find this approach particularly suited for the case at hand (Hui and
Walter, 1980, also propose an approach tomisclassification of a di-
chotomous variable based on maximum likelihood). The general
identification problem in the case of two reports has been consid-
ered, amongst others, by Kane et al. (1999), Black et al. (2000), Ma-
hajan (2006), Lewbel (2007) and Hu (2008). We build upon these
papers, and in particular upon Hu (2008), to show that the com-
ponents of the mixture model are non-parametrically identified
given the setup we consider. Specifically, we first show that all
the quantities of interest are non-parametrically identified from
the data through the availability of our repeated measurements
on educational qualifications. The conditions required for this re-
sult are very general in nature, or at least are as restrictive as those
commonly invoked in the relevant literature on misclassification.
We then proceed with estimation, drawing from the statistical lit-
erature on finite mixtures to propose a flexible strategy based on
Bayesian modelling.
We report a number of findings of substantive importance. All
our results pertain to males only of the NCDS birth cohort. Indi-
viduals are found to be appreciably less accurate than transcript
fileswhen they do not have any academic qualification, but slightly
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qualifications. In line with the scant evidence available from the
US, we thus find that no source is uniformly better. For individ-
uals, over-reporting is by far the most important source of error.
Under-reporting is more of a problem in transcript files. Notwith-
standing their different underlying patterns ofmeasurement error,
transcript files and self-reported data appear to be remarkably sim-
ilar in their overall reliability. This is especially so when informa-
tion is collected close to the time of attainment of the educational
qualification of interest. We estimate that the degree of accuracy
in the reporting of educational qualifications in the NCDS is about
86% in both transcript files and self-reported data collected close to
attainment of the qualification. This figure is 4 percentage points
lower when educational attainment is recalled ten years later.
From estimating the share of individuals who consistently re-
port correctly, over-report and under-report their educational
qualification across survey waves of the NCDS, we find that figures
from just one wave are not likely to reveal behaviour. Our results
do however show that the bulk of correct classification can be at-
tributed to some degree of persistency in the reporting of individ-
uals across waves. We estimate that about 90% of measurement
error in the NCDS is related to the behaviour of individuals; the
remaining error is not systematic, and depends on random survey
errors. We further provide strong evidence of positive autocorre-
lation in self-reported measurements conditional on true educa-
tional attainment. This finding in itself invalidates setups that base
identification on repeated measurements by the same individuals.
A piece of interesting evidence on survey errors is the incidence
of recall errors among those with the qualification, which we esti-
mate at 6.2%.
Our preferred estimate of the return from achieving any aca-
demic qualification for thosewhodo so suggests a 26.7%wage gain.
This figure is statistically different from that obtained from raw
data without adjusting for measurement error. When educational
records (from schools or individuals) are obtained relatively close
to the completion of the qualification of interest, we find that ig-
noring both ability and misreporting biases would lead to strongly
upward-biased estimates of returns. The resulting calibration rule
to get an LFS-style estimate close to the true return suggests to
multiply the ‘‘raw’’ estimate by 0.8. By contrast, when the edu-
cational information recorded in the data has been collected after
over 10 years since completion, the two biases do seem to cancel
each other out, with LFS-style estimates of the average return to
academic qualifications being indeed very close to the true return.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we allow for the possibility of misclassification in the treatment
status in the general evaluation framework, and discuss identifi-
cation of misclassification probabilities and of returns. Our esti-
mation strategy is presented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the
informational content of the data, motivates the parameter of
interest, and presents the evidence on raw returns and on the
agreement rates between our multiple measurements. Section 5
presents our empirical results on the extent and features of mis-
classification, as well as on the true educational returns under the
two alternative assumptions. We also explore how the biases from
misclassification and fromomitted variables interact in the estima-
tion of such a return. Section 6 concludes. Proofs of identification
that pertain to results presented in Section 3 are reported in Ap-
pendix A. A detailed description of the estimation method, as well
as additional sensitivity checks are made available in the on-line
appendix.
2. General formulation of the problem
In the potential-outcomes framework, interest lies in the causal
impact of a given ‘‘treatment’’ on the Y . For reviews of the eval-
uation problem see, for example, Heckman et al. (1999), Imbens(2004) andDi Nardo and Lee (2011).5 With our application inmind,
in the following let the treatment be the qualification of interest
and let the outcome be individual (log) wages. Let Y1 and Y0 denote
the potentialwages from having and not having the qualification of
interest, respectively, and D∗ the binary indicator for having such
qualification.6 The individual causal effect of (or return to) achiev-
ing the qualification is defined as Y1 − Y0. The observed individual
wage can then be written as Y = Y0 + D∗(Y1 − Y0).
We will study settings in which average returns are identi-
fied from knowledge of the conditional expectations EY |D∗V [Y |1, v]
and EY |D∗V [Y |0, v] for some observable variables V to be defined
below.7 We will consider two antipodes, one in which V is rich
enough to control for the endogeneity of educational choices, and
one in which V contains variables that affect the outcome only
through their effect on educational choices. The former setting
amounts to an ignorability assumption, while the latter sets out
identification through instrumental variables. The two approaches
arewidely used in empirical work, and impose restrictions that de-
fine an identifying correspondence between data and average ef-
fects in the population. The analogue principle paves the way for
estimation.
When realizations of misreported attainment are used in place
of D∗, analogue estimators will typically deliver biased estimates
of the average effect of interest (Bound et al., 2001). We ad-
dress the identification problem in two different steps. First, using
the availability of repeated measurements of educational attain-
ment, we provide sufficient conditions to retrieve the quantities
EY |D∗V [Y |1, v] and EY |D∗V [Y |0, v]. We then use these quantities to
estimate average returns under ignorability andwith the availabil-
ity of an exclusion restriction.
2.1. Misclassified educational qualifications
We assume the availability of two repeated measurements of
educational qualifications self-reported by individuals at different
points in time (D1S and D
2
S ), as well as of transcript records on the
same individuals coming from the schools (DT ). The former two
measurements need not be independent of each other, as they
are most likely correlated through unobservables that affect the
propensity of individuals to misreport.
For anymeasurementW ∈ {D1S ,D2S ,DT }, define by fW |D∗V [1|1, v]
the probability of correct self-reporting, or of correct classification
in the transcript files, amongst those actually holding the quali-
fication of interest. The corresponding probability amongst those
without the qualification of interest is fW |D∗V [0|0, v]. We refer to
these terms as probabilities of exact classification for the measure-
mentW . Similarly, letting DS ≡ [D1S ,D2S ] denote the vector of self-
reported measurements, define the probabilities fDS |D∗V [dS |1, v]
and fDS |D∗V [dS |0, v] as the survey response patterns conditional on
true educational attainment, separately for those having and not
having the qualification of interest. The definitions employed ac-
commodate for error heterogeneity through the observable char-
acteristics V .
In the setting considered, data are informative on (Y ,DS,DT , V ).
Throughout wemaintain the assumption that themisclassification
error in either measure is non-differential, that is conditional on a
5 For the potential outcome framework, the main references are Fisher (1935),
Neyman (1935), Roy (1951), Quandt (1972) and Rubin (1974).
6 For this representation to be meaningful, the stable unit-treatment value
assumption needs to be satisfied (Rubin, 1980), requiring that an individual’s
potential wages and the chosen qualification are independent of the qualification
choices of other individuals in the population.
7 A similar argument applies to identification of quantile treatment effects, by
replacing conditional expectations with conditional distributions.
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rors are independent of wages (see Battistin and Sianesi, 2011, for
a more detailed discussion of the implications of this assumption).
Assumption 1 (Non-Differential Misclassification Given V ). Any
variables DS and DT which proxy D∗ do not contain information
to predict Y conditional on the true measure D∗ and V :
fY |D∗DSDT V [y|d∗, dS, dT , v] = fY |D∗V [y|d∗, v].
It follows that the distribution of observed wages conditional on V
for the 2 × 2 × 2 groups defined by D1S × D2S × DT can be written
as amixture of two latent distributions:
fY |DSDT V [y|dS, dT , v] = [1− p(dS, dT , v)]fY |D∗V [y|0, v]
+ p(dS, dT , v)fY |D∗V [y|1, v], (1)
where the probability:
p(dS, dT , v) ≡ fD∗|DSDT V [1|dS, dT , v],
denotes the true proportion of individuals with the qualification of
interest amongst those with DS = dS and DT = dT within cells
defined by V . Knowledge of the mixture weights p(dS, dT , v)’s suf-
fices to identify the probabilities of exact classification relative to
the self-reported measurements and transcript files.
2.2. Identification of misclassification probabilities
Key to our identification result, as to that in other papers, is
the assumption that qualifications self-reported by individuals and
transcript files are correlated only through the true measurement
D∗ (and the observables V ).8
Assumption 2 (Independent Sources of Error Given V ). The mea-
surements DS and DT are conditionally independent given D∗
and V :
fDSDT |D∗V [dS, dT |d∗, v] = fDS |D∗V [dS |d∗, v]fDT |D∗V [dT |d∗, v].
The general idea is to use DT as a source of instrumental vari-
ation which, through Assumption 2, allows one to define a large
enough number of moment conditions given the unknowns in
the mixture representation (1). The availability of multiple self-
reported measurements in our setting introduces a certain degree
of over-identification, and allows us to isolate the extent of mis-
reporting in school files from that of individuals while allowing
for persistence in the propensity to misreport across self-reported
measurements of educational qualifications. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first paper that looks into this problem.
The following additional assumptions are required for identifi-
cation, and closelymatch those exploited in the relevant literature.
Assumption 3 (Relevance of Educational Qualifications Given V ).
There is:
EY |D∗V [Y |1, v] ≠ EY |D∗V [Y |0, v].
Intuitively this assumption is required to disentangle the mix-
ture distributions in (1), and implies that the latent measurement
D∗ is relevant for the policy parameter under consideration (at all
8 As pointed out by Hu (2008) and Battistin and Sianesi (2011), the conditioning
on a large set of V ’s makes both assumptions weaker than those reviewed in Bound
et al. (2001).valuesV ).9 The next assumption requires that themeasurementDT
contains enough information on the true educational qualification
D∗ given V or, more formally, that fD∗|DT V [1|1, v] ≠ fD∗|DT V [1|0, v]
(see Chen et al., 2011). For the binary case considered in this paper,
a sufficient condition for this to hold is the following.
Assumption 4 (Informational Content of the Transcript Measure-
ment Given V ). The extent of misclassification in the measurement
DT is such that fD∗|DT V [1|1, v] > 0.5 and fD∗|DT V [0|0, v] > 0.5.
This assumption is indeed very reasonable, as it implies that in-
formation from the school files is more accurate than pure guess-
ing once V is corrected for. Finally, a more technical assumption
is needed to ensure identification, which is implied by a non-zero
causal effect of the latent measurement D∗ on the survey response
patterns DS given V .
Assumption 5 (Relevance of Survey Instruments). For each value v
on the support of V there is: fDSDT |V [dS, dT |v] ≠ fDS |V [dS |v]fDT |V[dT |v].
The general identification result is summarized in the following
theorem, the proof of which is given in Appendix A.
Theorem 1 (Identification). The mixture components fY |D∗V [y|0, v]
and fY |D∗V [y|1, v] and the mixture weights p(dS, dT , v) are non-
parametrically identified from the data (Y ,DS,DT , V ) under Assump-
tions 1–5.
2.3. Identification of returns
We now address identification of returns from knowledge of
the mixture components. We start by considering a setting in
which the conditioning on a large set of observables is sufficient
to retrieve the causal parameter of interest. As we shall discuss in
the data section, the case studywe considermakes this assumption
rather plausible. We call these observables X , and we set V ≡ X to
state the following identifying restriction.10
Assumption 6 (Strong Ignorability). Conditional on X , the educa-
tional choice D∗ is independent of the two potential outcomes:
fY0,Y1|D∗,X [y0, y1|d∗, x] = fY0,Y1|X [y0, y1|x].
Moreover, individuals with and without the qualification of
interest can be found at all values of X , that is:
0 < e∗(x) ≡ fD∗|X [1|x] < 1, ∀x
where e∗(x) is the propensity score.
Under this assumption, the causal effect at X = x can be retrieved
by noting that fY |D∗X [y|i, x] = fYi|X [y|x] for i ∈ {0, 1}, so that
9 The requirement is stated in terms of conditional expectations. However, as we
show in Appendix A, it could be formulated in more general terms by considering
features of the conditional distribution fY |D∗V [y|d∗, v].With our application inmind,
sufficient conditions for Assumption 3 can be obtained from the idea of Monotone
Treatment Response andMonotone Treatment Selection byManski and Pepper (2000).
The former assumption implies that each individual’s wage is not decreasing in the
educational level thatmay be potentially attained. The latter assumption states that,
conditional on V , individuals who attain higher qualifications have wages that, on
average, are not lower than those for individuals who attain lower qualifications.
Taken together, the two assumptions imply EY |D∗V [Y |0, v] ≡ EY0 |D∗V [Y0|0, v] ≤
EY1 |D∗V [Y1|0, v] ≤ EY1 |D∗V [Y1|1, v] ≡ EY |D∗V [Y |1, v]. Assumption 3 holds with at
least one strict inequality sign in the last expression and conditional on a suitable
set of observable characteristics V .
10 The restriction is stronger than required, as restrictions on the conditional
distribution of Y0 would suffice to achieve identification of the policy parameter
of interest.
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by integrating with respect to the distribution of X . Similarly, ef-
fects for individuals with the qualification of interest can be ob-
tained by integrating with respect to the distribution of X in the
D∗ = 1 group. This distribution is identified from knowledge of
the p(dS, dT , x)’s. It follows that, under the conditions stated, one
can retrieve causal parameters that — in the programme evalua-
tion jargon — are referred to as average treatment effect (ATT) and
the quantile treatment effect (QTE).
If Assumption 6 is not valid, identification of causal effects can
be obtained under a valid exclusion restriction in the wage equa-
tion.We consider inwhat follows the case of a binary instrument Z
for D∗ and set V ≡ [Z, X], where X denotes the same variables em-
ployed under Assumption 6. The formulation of the assumptions
required builds upon the potential outcome framework specialized
to instrumental variables by Imbens and Angrist (1994). This needs
some refinements to the notation employed above. Accordingly,
for the attainment dummy D∗z and the potential outcomes Y0,z and
Y1,z wemake explicit the dependence on the realized value z of the
instrument Z .
Assumption 7 (Instrumental Variables). The following conditions
hold conditional on X:
1. Z is as good as randomly assigned (independence condition):
fY0,0Y0,1Y1,0Y1,0D∗0D∗1 |Z [y0, y1, d∗|z]
= fY0,0Y0,1Y1,0Y1,0D∗0D∗1 [y0, y1, d∗].
2. Potential outcomes do not depend on Z , that is Y0,z = Y0 and
Y1,z = Y1 (exclusion restriction).
3. fD∗|Z [1|z] is a non-degenerate function of Z (rank condition).
4. by changing from Z = 0 to Z = 1, no individual would shift
from having the qualification of interest to not having it (no
defiers assumption).
Under Assumption 7 and conditional on X , an important result
derived by Imbens and Rubin (1997, Eqs. 5 and 6) is that:
fY c0 [y] =
φn + φc
φc
fY |D∗Z [y|0, 0] − φn
φc
fY |D∗Z [y|0, 1],
fY c1 [y] =
φa + φc
φc
fY |D∗Z [y|1, 1] − φa
φc
fY |D∗Z [y|1, 0],
where (Y c0 , Y
c
1 ) are potential outcomes for compliers (c), and φc, φa
and φn are the shares of compliers (for whom D∗1 > D
∗
0), always
takers (a — those for whom D∗1 = D∗0 = 1) and never takers (n
— those for whom D∗1 = D∗0 = 0) in the population. Note that
such shares are identified from the conditional distribution of D∗
given Z , since there is φn = fD∗|Z [0|1], φa = fD∗|Z [1|0] and φc =
1− φn − φa. These distributions are all identified from knowledge
of themixtureweights. It therefore follows that average or quantile
effects for compliers, namely those individuals responding in their
choice of D∗ to a change in Z , are easily obtained as functionals of
identified quantities.
3. Estimation
Having derived the conditions for non-parametric identifica-
tion of causal parameters and features of the error distribution
across measurements, we now describe the strategy employed in
the empirical section to estimate the quantities of interest. Two as-
sumptions are maintained throughout. These impose restrictions
on the heterogeneity of mixture weights and components on the
one hand, and on the distribution of mixture components on the
other.
As for restricting heterogeneity, we start by constructing
functions of X using the concept of balancing score. Let S(X) be abalancing score such that the distribution of X within cells defined
by S(x) is independent of (DS,DT ):
fX |DSDT S(X)[x|dS, dT , s] = fX |S(X)[x|s].
To make the definition of S(X) operational, let G be a multinomial
variable identifying the 2× 2× 2 groups obtained from the cross
tabulation of (DS,DT ). Define the propensity scores obtained from
the multinomial regression of G on the X ’s as eg(x) ≡ fG|X [g|x] and
g = 1, . . . , 8. Results in Imbens (2000) and Lechner (2001) can be
directly applied to conclude that the eg(x)’s are balancing scores for
(DS,DT ). In words, this implies that individuals sharing the same
vector of eg(x)’s but characterized by different combinations of
(DS,DT ) are compositionally identical with respect to the vector
of variables X . We impose in estimation that mixture components
and mixture weights depend on X solely through the vector of the
eg(x)’s.11
Our second assumption is that themixture components are nor-
mally distributed (see Heckman andHonore, 1990, for a similar ap-
proach). Given that the misclassification problem can be stated in
terms of finite mixtures with a known number of components, we
find this approach particularly suited for the case at hand as any fi-
nite mixture of univariate normal distributions is identifiable (see,
for example Everitt and Hand, 1981).12 Specifically, we proceed
by assuming that, within cells defined by S(x), mixture compo-
nents are normally distributed with cell-specific parameters. This
amounts to assuming log-normality of wages conditional on D∗,
the balancing score and – under Assumption 7 – the instrument Z:
given the nature of the outcome variable, this appears to be a sound
specification for the case at hand.
By denoting with e(x) = [1, e2(x), . . . , e8(x)]′ the 8× 1 vector
of balancing scores, under Assumption 7 we set:
fY |D∗XZ [y|i, x, z] ∼ N(θ′ie(x)+ α′ie(x)z, σ 2i ), i = 0, 1
p(dS, dT , x, z) = Φ(γ ′ge(x)+ δ′ge(x)z), g = 1, . . . , 8
where Φ(·) is the standard normal distribution function. The
former equation defines the 8× 1 vectors of parameters θ0, θ1,α0
and α1, and the scalars σ 20 and σ
2
1 . The latter equation defines the
8 × 1 vector of parameters γg indexed to the group defined by
DT×D1S×D2S . Under Assumption 6, changing the conditioning set is
equivalent to imposing αi = 0, i = 0, 1 and δg = 0, g = 1, . . . , 8.
The mixture is estimated through a MCMC procedure, which
is fully documented in the online appendix (see Appendix C). The
mixture is estimated using two different conditioning sets: V ≡ X
under Assumption 6, which is our preferred option, and V ≡ [Z, X]
under Assumption 7. Our specification defines 82 unknowns under
Assumption 6, and 162 unknowns under Assumption 7.We specify
a joint prior distribution for these parameters, and we use a Gibbs
sampling algorithm to obtain 2000 realizations from their joint
posterior distribution. The posterior distributions for the unknown
11 We show in the working paper version of this article (Battistin et al., 2011)
that the latter restriction on weights together with Assumption 6 ensure that the
mixture representation given X in (1) implies a mixture representation given S(X).
Because of this, at least under Assumption 6 which is rather plausible for the case
at hand, the restriction imposed on the mixture components is substantially weak.
12 Perhaps the most natural and intuitive way of addressing the identification
problem for mixtures of parametric distributions is found in Yakowitz and Spragins
(1968), who show that a necessary and sufficient condition for the mixture to be
identifiable is that the mixture components be a linearly independent set over the
field of real numbers. This condition is met for the case of mixtures of normal
distributions. Using the result by Yakowitz and Spragins (1968), it follows that our
estimation procedure could be extended to more general families of parametric
distributions. We further relax the normality assumption in the online appendix
(see Appendix C), where we adopt an estimation method that does not rely on the
normality ofmixture components. Reassuringly, the results donot seem tobe overly
sensitive to the estimation method employed.
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realizations. Knowledge of these quantities is in turn sufficient to
obtain estimates of the misclassification probabilities and causal
parameters discussed in Section 2.
4. Data and educational qualifications of interest
4.1. Data and sample
In our empirical analyses we use the National Child Develop-
ment Survey (NCDS), a detailed longitudinal cohort study of all
children born in Great Britain aweek inMarch 1958. This dataset is
particularly suited to implement the methods we propose, which
rely either on strong ignorability (Assumption 6) or on an exclusion
restriction (Assumption 7). For the former assumption we require
very rich background information capturing all those factors that
jointly determine the attainment of educational qualifications and
wages. The NCDS data are quite unique in this respect, as in addi-
tion to detailed family background variables when the child was
16 (mother’s and father’s education and age, father’s social class,
mother’s employment status and number of siblings) and school
type variables (comprehensive, secondary modern, grammar,
private and other school), they contain extensive cognition and
personality tests at early ages. Specifically, at ages 7 and 11 re-
spondents were administered a number of achievement tests (as-
sessing math and verbal ability at 7 and math, reading, general
verbal ability and general non-verbal ability at 11), as well as
twowidely used psychological scales measuring various aspects of
child emotional and behavioural maladjustment (the Bristol Social
Adjustment Guide, completed by the child’s teacher, and the Rutter
Behaviour Scale, completed by the child’s parent). The unusual
richness of the set of control variables can be used to motivate
Assumption 6.
Alternatively, returns to education for specific groups can be
identified based on an exclusion restriction. Again exploiting the
informational richness of the NCDS, we use a combined measure
of parental interest in the child’s education. This dichotomous
variable, used previously by Blundell et al. (2005b) to instrument
participation in higher education, is equal to 1 if, according to the
child’s teacher, the mother and/or the father were very or overly
interested in the education of their 7-year old child, and equal to
0 if both the father and the mother were judged by the teacher to
have some or little interest in their child’s education.
Our outcome is real gross hourly wages at age 33. To avoid
the additional issue of selection into employment, we focus all
our empirical analyses on males, further restricting attention to
those in work (and with wage information) in 1991 and for whom
neither of the three educational measure is ever missing.13 These
criteria leave us with a final sample of 2716 observations, which
is the same sample used by Battistin and Sianesi (2011). Detailed
summary statistics for the variables employed in our empirical
exercise are reported in Appendix B.
4.2. Educational qualifications of interest
A highly policy relevant parameter, and the one we focus on
in our application, is the return from attaining any academic
qualification compared to leaving school at the minimum age
13 It is reassuring to note that the patterns that emerge from the following tables
are the same irrespective of whether the sample is selected on the basis of non-
missing educational information ever or non-missing wage information in 1991
(the latter obviously also restricting attention to those employed in 1991).of 16 without any formal qualification.14 In the UK, at the time
our sample members were making their education choices, the
minimum level of academic qualification was the attainment of
Ordinary levels (O levels). Special interest in estimating the returns
to obtaining at least O levels arises from the finding that in the UK,
reforms raising the minimum school leaving age have impacted
on individuals achieving low academic qualifications, in particular
O levels. Specifically, Chevalier et al. (2004) show that the main
effect of the reform was to induce individuals to take O levels.
Del Bono and Galindo-Rueda (2004) similarly show that changes
in features of compulsory schooling have been biased towards the
path of academic attainment; the main effect of the policy was not
to increase the length of schooling, but rather to induce individuals
to leave school with an academic certification. In such a context it
is thus of great policy interest to estimate the returns to finishing
school with O levels compared to leaving with no qualifications.
Furthermore, looking as we do at the return to acquiring at least
O levels compared to nothing captures all the channels in which
the decision to attain O levels impacts on wages later on in life,
in particular the potential contribution that attaining O levels may
give to the subsequent attainment of Advanced levels (A levels) and
then of higher education.15
As discussed below, the focus on academic qualifications such
as O levels is driven by the availability of an independent school
measure. They do however also offer clear advantages, in addition
to their policy interest. First, O levels arewell defined and homoge-
neous,with the central government traditionally determining their
content and assessment. By contrast, the provision of vocational
qualifications is much more varied and ill-defined, with a variety
of private institutions shaping their content and assessment.16 A
second advantage of focusing on O levels is that they are almost
universally taken through uninterrupted education, whereas voca-
tional qualifications are often taken after having entered the labour
market. It is thus more difficult to control for selection into post-
school (vocational) qualifications, since one would ideally want to
control also for the labourmarket history preceding the acquisition
of the qualification.
4.3. Educational measurements in the NCDS
Non-parametric identification of misclassification probabilities
requires access to at least two independent measurements of
educational attainment (in the sense explained in Section 2.2). In
the NCDS data, such measurements are offered by self-reported
attainment and, for academic qualifications achieved by age 20,
also by the School Files. Specifically, in 1978 the schools cohort
members attended when aged 16 provided information on the
results of public academic examinations entered up to 1978 (i.e. by
age 20).17
Of particular interest to our purposes is that cohort members
were asked twice to report the qualifications they had obtained as
14 Although the British system is quite distinct from the one in the US, one could
regard the no-qualifications group as akin to the group of high-school drop-outs.
15 In the British educational system, those students deciding to stay on past the
minimum school leaving age of 16 can either continue along an academic route
or else undertake a vocational qualification before entering the labour market.
Until 1986, pupils choosing the former route could take O levels at 16 and then
possibly move on to attain A levels at the end of secondary school at 18. A levels
still represent the primary route into higher education.
16 In fact, there is a wide assortment of options ranging from job-specific,
competence-based qualifications to more generic work-related qualifications,
providing a blend of capabilities and competencies in the most disparate fields.
17 Similar details were collected from other institutions if pupils had taken such
examinations elsewhere. Results were obtained for approximately 95% of those
whose secondary school could be identified.
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Estimates of the returns to any academic qualification ignoring potential misclassification.
(1) (2) (3) Tests of equality
Transcript files from schools 1981 Wave (at age 23) 1991 Wave (at age 33) (1) = (2) (1) = (3) (2) = (3)
LFS controls only:
OLS 0.332 0.333 0.293 *** ***(0.016) (0.016) (0.015)
FILM 0.330 0.336 0.289 *** ***(0.016) (0.016) (0.014)
PSM 0.331 0.336 0.285 *** ***(0.015) (0.017) (0.015)
Full set of controls:
OLS 0.174 0.174 0.131 *** ***(0.019) (0.020) (0.017)
FILM 0.199 0.220 0.123 ** ***(0.031) (0.030) (0.026)
PSM 0.204 0.245 0.120 *** ***(0.027) (0.029) (0.026)
IV 0.203 0.173 0.280(0.327) (0.270) (0.643)
Note. Reported are estimates of the average treatment effect on the treated (ATT) obtained by controlling only for the LFS set of variables (age, ethnicity and region) or the full
set of variables including LFS-controls plus both cognitive and non-cognitive ability scores at 7 and 11, mother’s and father’s education, mother’s and father’s age, father’s
social class when child was 16, mother’s employment status when child was 16, number of siblings when child was 16 and school type. Standard errors are in parentheses.
Estimation methods considered are ordinary least squares (OLS), fully interacted linear matching (FILM), propensity score kernel matching (PSM). Also presented in the last
row are 2SLS estimates of returns (IV), separately for the threemeasurements of educational attainment (see Section 4.4 for details). Right-hand side panel: the corresponding
columns are significantly different at the 99% (***), 95% (**) and 90% (*) level, based on bootstrapped bias-corrected confidence intervals.of March 1981 (i.e. by age 23): in the contemporaneous 1981 Sur-
vey (at age 23), as well as in the 1991 Survey (at age 33).18 We can
thus construct two separate self-reported measures of qualifica-
tions obtained up to March 1981, based either on responses in the
1981 or in the 1991 survey.
O level attainment is recorded by the schools by the time the
individuals were aged 20, while it is self-reported by individuals
by the time they were aged 23. In order to have repeatedmeasure-
ments of O level achievement by age 20 coming from both school
records and NCDS survey reports, we thus need O level qualifica-
tions to be completed by age 20. The UK educational system is in-
deed such that O levels are obtained before age 20, with the official
age being 16.19
For each individual we thus have three measurements, which
can all be taken as proxies of having achieved any academic qual-
ification by age 20. These are the measurements we use to imple-
ment the strategy described in Section 3.
4.4. Evidence from the raw data
Table 1 presents ‘raw’ estimates of the average wage return to
any academic qualification, that is ignoring any potential misclas-
sification of the educational indicator. Estimates are derived using:
• four differentmethods (simple dummyvariable OLS, fully inter-
acted regression model and propensity score matching relying
on strong ignorability, as well as standard 2SLS relying on an
exclusion restriction);
• two sets of control variables for the methods based on strong
ignorability (the full set of observables including cognitive and
non-cognitive ability and family background measures, and
a subset mimicking what is available in Labour Force-style
datasets); and
18 After having been asked about qualifications obtained sinceMarch 1981, cohort
memberswere asked to ‘‘help us check our records are complete’’ in two steps. First,
they had to identify on a card all the qualifications they had obtained in their lives
(including any they had just told the interviewer about), and subsequently they had
to identify any of these that had been obtained beforeMarch 1981.
19 Indeed, in the NCDS only 5.7% of the O levels self-reported by the individuals at
age 23 are reported to have been obtained after leaving school, and only a negligible
share (1.3%) is self-reported to have been completed after age 20.• most importantly for the aims of this paper, our three alterna-
tive education measures (school transcripts, self-reports at 23
and self-reports at 33).
We start by discussing the results of the models estimated un-
der strong ignorability, noting that for those which allow for ob-
served heterogeneity in returns (fully interacted regression and
propensity score matching), the table reports estimates of the av-
erage return to academic qualifications for those who did acquire
them (ATT). As in Blundell et al. (2005b), we find that while results
change little in response to themethodused to control for selection
on observables, controlling for early cognitive and non-cognitive
ability as well as family background measures is crucial, and sig-
nificantly reduces the estimated return by between 27% and 58%
to a 12% to 25% wage gain depending on the educational measure
used. As to the latter, it is indeed striking that using an educational
measure rather than another often gives rise to returns which ex-
hibit the same magnitude of bias as from omitted controls. This is
the case when comparing estimates using self-reported measures
at different times (returns based on the concomitant measure be-
ing between 25% and 104% larger than those based on the recall
measure) and when comparing estimates based on transcript vs
recall information (returns based on recall being between 33% and
70% smaller than estimates based on school records). Estimates
arising frommeasures obtained close to completion (i.e. transcript
and self-reports at age 23) are by contrast not statistically different.
Our 2SLS models exploit the parental variable defined in Sec-
tion 4.1.20 Parental interest is found to be an important determi-
nant of acquiring academic qualifications even conditional on our
rich set of observables, particularly for the contemporaneousmea-
sures (the first-stage F-test statistic being 12 and 17 for the school
measure and contemporaneous self-report, dropping to 6 for the
later self-report). In the presence of return heterogeneity, IV mod-
els estimate a Local Average Treatment Effect (LATE), i.e. the av-
erage return for those who ‘comply’ with the instrument. For the
two contemporaneous measures, the ‘raw’ IV point estimates for
the compliers are in the range of the corresponding ‘raw’ return
20 This variable has been used as an instrument also by Blundell et al. (2005b)
when looking at the returns to higher education; we discuss its validity in
Section 5.3.2.
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Cross tabulation of the indicators of educational attainment (transcript files from
schools and self-reported information from individuals at age 23 and at age 33;
N = 2716).
Transcript files from schools
Any None
1981 Wave (at age 23) 1991 Wave (at age 33) 1991Wave (at age 33)
Any None Any None
Any 1445 103 148 70
None 24 25 120 781
Accordance between 1981 wave and 1991 wave (κD1S ,D2S ): 0.745
Accordance between 1981 wave and transcripts (κD1S ,DT ): 0.792
Accordance between 1991 wave and transcripts (κD2S ,DT ): 0.692
Accordance across all indicators (κDT ,D1S ,D2S ): 0.743
Note. Reported is the sample size of the 2 × 2 × 2 cells defined from the cross
tabulation D1S × D2S × DT , where each indicator is a dummy variable for having
any academic qualification vis-à-vis having none. For example, 781 is the number
of individuals who, according to all measurements available, have no academic
qualification at age 20. Also reported is the Fleiss’s (1971) kappa coefficient of




S ,DT ) and





for the treated under strong ignorability: a 20% return based on the
school measure and a 17% return based on the self-report close to
completion. By contrast, the ‘raw’ IV estimate of 28% based on re-
call is much higher than the corresponding estimates of 12%–13%
found under ignorability. Having moved to an IV framework has
however imposed a very heavy price in terms of precision, as de-
spite the good first stage none of the estimates is nowhere near
statistical significance.
To investigate the substantial differences in estimated returns
according to the educational report being used in themodels based
on selection on observables, Table 2 presents cross tabulations
between the three underlying measurements. We find that the
percentage of the sample where all three measures agree is 82%.
Despite this reasonably high ‘‘agreement rate’’, there are still im-
portant differences between the information contained in the
reports. Of particular interest for our results, the incidence of
academic qualifications in the population is 58.8% according to
transcript information, whilst according to self-reports it is con-
siderably higher, around 65% in both interviews.
If we were to believe the school files, only 3.1% of those
students who did achieve O-levels reported to have no academic
qualifications at age 23. At age 33, when asked to recall the qual-
ifications they had attained by age 23, individuals are observed
to make more mistakes, with 8% of O-level achievers ‘‘forgetting’’
their attainment. Conversely, still taking the school files at face
value, it appears that almost one fifth of those with no formal
qualifications over-report their achievement when interviewed at
age 23. As was the case with under-reporting, over-reporting be-
haviour seems toworsenwhenmoving further away from the time
the qualificationwas achieved.When relying on recall information,
almost one fourth of individualswith no formal qualifications state
to have some.
The highest agreement rates are observed between transcript
files and self-reported information close to completion (an
agreement rate of 90% and a kappa-statistic of 0.79221), while the
lowest are found between transcript information and self-reported
information based on recall (an agreement rate of 85% and a
kappa-statistic of 0.692). The degree of congruence in information
provided by the same individual 10 years apart falls in the middle
21 The kappa-statistic measure of inter-rater agreement is scaled to be zero when
the amount of agreement is what would be expected to be observed by chance and
one when there is perfect agreement (see Fleiss, 1971).(an agreement rate of 88% and a kappa-statistic of 0.745). The
kappa statistics show a degree of agreement that Landis and Koch
(1977) would view as substantial (kappa between 0.61–0.80).22
In conclusion, even though formal statistics like the kappamea-
sure of inter-rater agreement may show that there is substantial
agreement between educational measures, we have seen that re-
maining divergences in the resulting treatment indicators can lead
to substantially and significantly different impact estimates — in-
deed of the same magnitude as not controlling for the rich set of
variables available in the NCDS. Furthermore, taking the school
files at face value, there appears to bemuchmore over- thanunder-
reporting, and reporting errors seem to getworsewhen individuals
are asked to recall their qualifications. While it appears natural to
take the school files as being closer to the ‘‘truth’’, this is however
by no means an a priori correct assumption, and one which we as-
sess empirically in the next section.
5. Results
5.1. Summary of the quantities retrieved
To ease readability in the discussion of the quantities that char-
acterizemisreporting, in the following the conditioning on observ-
ables V is left implicit. It is however important to highlight that
the features of measurement error have been identified and esti-
mated based on an unusually rich set of observed characteristics,
including in particular an array of cognitive and non-cognitive abil-
ity measures (see Section 4.1 for a description of the data).
For each measurement W ∈ {D1S ,D2S ,DT }, we consider the
two probabilities of exact classification fW |D∗ [0|0] and fW |D∗ [1|1]
(see Section 2.1 for their definition). Similarly, we define the per-
centage of over-reporters as 1 − fW |D∗ [0|0], and the percentage of
under-reporters as 1 − fW |D∗ [1|1]. For each measurement W , the
probability of correct classification (equivalent to the event W =
D∗) can be computed by averaging the two probabilities of exact
classification:
fW |D∗ [0|0](1− fD∗ [1])+ fW |D∗ [1|1]fD∗ [1].
The extent of misclassification in the measurement W is defined
as one minus this quantity. Estimates of these quantities are pre-
sented in Table 3.23
The availability of repeated measurements coming from the
same individuals allows us to define more structural parameters
that reveal the individuals’ propensity to misreport across waves.
Errors in one survey wave are the result of purposive misreporting
of individuals, or simply of survey errors that may occur indepen-
dently of individual behaviour. These are substantially different
sources of error, and so are their implications for the design of sur-
vey instruments aimed at recording educational attainment. We
therefore focus on four different types of individuals. Consistent
truth tellers are defined from the event D1S = D∗,D2S = D∗, namely
as those individuals who self-report correctly their educational at-
tainment across survey waves. They are made up of two groups:
consistent truth tellers amongst those with the qualification (their
share given by fDS |D∗ [1, 1|1]) and consistent truth tellers amongst
those without the qualification (their share given by fDS |D∗ [0, 0|0]).
22 From a descriptive analysis of the determinants of concordance across
indicators of educational attainment (see Mellow and Sider, 1983), our observed
characteristics were found to have a very low power in predicting agreement rates.
23 According to the procedure discussed in Section 3, we estimated the mixture
model (1) under two alternative scenarios. Under Assumption 6, we set V ≡ X ,
while under Assumption 7 we impose V ≡ [Z, X]. We thus have two estimation
sets for misclassification probabilities depending on the choice for V . The main text
discusses results thatwere obtained imposingV ≡ X , which is our preferred choice.
Results obtained under V ≡ [Z, X] were qualitatively similar, and reported in the
online appendix (see Appendix C).
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Probabilities of exact classification across survey instruments (transcript files from schools and self-reported information from individuals at age 23 and at age 33).
Transcript files from schools 1981 Wave (at age 23) 1991 Wave (at age 33)
Probabilities of exact classification by recorded attainment:
Any qualification 0.776 0.844 0.803
(0.042) (0.045) (0.039)
No qualification 0.773 0.666 0.623
(0.075) (0.064) (0.059)
Correct classification 0.868 0.863 0.82
(0.034) (0.03) (0.028)
Note. The table presents estimates of the probabilities of exact classification for the three survey instruments. Top Panel: the row labelled Any qualification reports estimates
for fDT |D∗ [1|1], fD1S |D∗ [1|1] and fD2S |D∗ [1|1], respectively; the row labelledNo qualification reports estimates for fDT |D∗ [0|0], fD1S |D∗ [0|0] and fD2S |D∗ [0|0], respectively. Bottom Panel:
estimates of the probabilities of correct classification obtained by averaging the two probabilities of exact classification (see Section 5.1 for definitions). Posterior standard
deviations are reported in parentheses.The percentage of these individuals can be computed as:
fDS |D∗ [0, 0|0](1− fD∗ [1])+ fDS |D∗ [1, 1|1]fD∗ [1],
thus averaging probabilities that involve the survey response pat-
terns. Similarly, one can define consistent over-reporters (D1S > D
∗,
D2S > D
∗, their share being given by fDS |D∗ [1, 1|0]), consistent
under-reporters (D1S < D
∗,D2S < D∗, their share being given by
fDS |D∗ [0, 0|1]) and the residual group of confused (D1S = 1 − D∗,
D2S = D∗ or D1S = D∗,D2S = 1 − D∗), namely individuals with in-
consistent response behaviour across survey waves. Estimates of
these quantities are presented in Table 4. The comparison between
the percentage of truth tellers, on the one hand, and the percent-
age of correct classification in each surveywave, on the other hand,
reveals how much the latter results from behavioural attitudes of
respondents or from survey errors.
Finally, we define the probability of recall errors from the event
D∗ = 1,D1S = D∗,D2S = 1 − D∗, denoting individuals holding the
qualification of interest who report so at age 23, but who do not re-
call having the qualification ten years later. The probability of this
event can be computed as:
fDS |D∗ [1, 0|1]fD∗ [1].
5.2. Characterizing the extent of misclassification
The first three panels of Fig. 1 present the distributions across
individuals of the probabilities of exact classification, namely
fW |D∗X [1|1, x] and fW |D∗X [0|0, x], for school files (W = DT ), for
reports in 1981 (W = D1S) and for reports in 1991 (W = D2S).
The probabilities of exact classification have been calculated for
all individuals in our sample (i.e. males of the NCDS cohort) us-
ing the methodology described in Section 3. As for each individual
our procedure yields 2000 realizations from the posterior distri-
bution of the quantity of interest, all distributions in Fig. 1 are ob-
tained by first taking the individual average of these realizations,
and then plotting the distribution of such averages across individu-
als. The probabilities of exact classification by recorded attainment
reported in Table 3 are simply the averages of these distributions.
Our results suggest that individuals are appreciably less accu-
rate than transcripts when they do not have any academic qualifi-
cation, and this is evenmore so when survey reports from the later
1991wave are considered. Specifically, the bulk of the distributions
on the left hand side column of Fig. 1 increasingly shifts towards
lower values as one moves down the three indicators (DT ,D1S ,D
2
S).
The averages reported in the second row of Table 3 summarize the
extent of misclassification/over-reporting for individuals without
academic qualifications as being 23% in the school files, but as high
as 33% and 38% in the 1981 and 1991 surveys. The degree of accu-
racy of self-reported measurements thus seems to be 10 percent-
age points lower when compared to concurrent transcript records
in the case of no qualifications. Reporting a decade later is esti-
mated as adding a further accuracy loss of 5 percentage point for
individuals without academic qualifications.Table 4
Extent of consistent misclassification across survey instruments (self-reported
information from individuals at age 23 and at age 33).
Academic qualification
Any None
Probabilities of consistent misclassification:








Note. The table presents estimates of the percentage of individualswho consistently
report correctly (truth tellers), over-report (over-reporters) and under-report (under-
reporters) their educational qualification across survey waves. Presented also is
the percentage of individuals with inconsistent response behaviour across survey
waves (confused). Numbers in the first column refer to fDS |D∗ [1, 1|1], fDS |D∗ [0, 0|1]
and the residual category, respectively. Numbers in the second column refer to
fDS |D∗ [0, 0|0], fDS |D∗ [1, 1|0] and the residual category, respectively. See Section 5.1
for definitions. Posterior standard deviations are reported in parentheses.
On the other hand, it seems that individuals are slightlymore ac-
curate than transcripts when they do in fact have academic qual-
ifications (see the right hand side column of Fig. 1, and the first
row of Table 3). Misclassification/under-reporting for individuals
with academic qualifications is 22% in the school files, 16% in the
contemporaneous survey and 20% in the later survey. Individuals
with qualifications are thus between 2% to 6% more likely than
schools to report correctly their attainment, pointing to a survey
wave effect of the same magnitude as the one uncovered for in-
dividuals without qualifications (the survey closer to completion
being 4 percentage points more accurate than the later survey).
In line with the little evidence available from the US, no source
thus appears to be uniformly better. For individuals, we find that
over-reporting is by far themost important source of error and that
both types of reporting error worsen over time. Under-reporting
is more of a problem in transcript files, although the incidence of
errors coming from under- and over-reporting is markedly more
similar than when individuals are considered.
Notwithstanding their different underlying patterns of mea-
surement error, the two types of data sources appear to be remark-
ably similar in their overall reliability, especially when the sources
collect the information of interest close in time. Specifically, the ex-
tent of correct classification for school files is estimated at 86.8%,
for the 1981 wave at 86.3% and for the 1991 wave at 82.0% (see the
last row of Table 3). The numbers reported thus suggest that self-
reported measurements close to completion are just as accurate
as the administrative information coming from the schools. The
degree of accuracy is however around 4 percentage points lower
when the information is collected 10 years after the qualification
was attained.
E. Battistin et al. / Journal of Econometrics 181 (2014) 136–150 145Fig. 1. Probabilities of exact classification in the indicators of educational attainment (transcript files from schools and self-reported information from individuals at age
23 and at age 33). Notes. Top panel: Probabilities of exact classification in administrative information, i.e. percentage of individuals having any academic qualification for
whom schools report so (right hand side figure) and percentage of individuals without academic qualifications for whom schools report so (left hand side figure). Central
panels: probabilities of exact classification in self-reported information at age 23 (1981 wave) and at age 33 (1991 wave), respectively, i.e. percentage of individuals reporting
any academic qualification amongst those having so (right hand side figures) and percentage of individuals reporting no academic qualification amongst those without the
qualification (left hand side figures). Bottom panel: probabilities of consistent exact classification in both self-reported information at age 23 (1981 wave) and at age 33 (1991
wave), i.e. percentage of individuals reporting any academic qualification in both waves amongst those having so (right hand side figure) and percentage of individuals
reporting no academic qualification in both waves amongst those without the qualification (left hand side figure). Posterior distributions are presented throughout (see
Section 3 for details).Using the misclassification probabilities, we recovered an esti-
mate of the true incidence of academic qualifications in the pop-
ulation, namely fD∗ [1], of 62.9%, midway between the incidence
according to the school files (58.8%) and either self-reported ed-
ucational measure (64.0% in the 1981 wave and 65.0% in the 1991
wave).
The availability of two repeatedmeasurements of qualifications
which were self-reported by the same individuals at two points
in time gives us the unique chance of assessing the temporal pat-
terns of misreporting across survey instruments and of decom-
posing misreporting errors into a systematic component linked to
individuals’ persistent behaviour and into a transitory part reflect-
ing survey errors that occur independently of individual behaviour
in each cross section surveywave. Table 4 offers important insights
on the nature of these errors.First, the proportion of consistent truth-tellers, that is of those
individuals who correctly self-report their educational attainment
in both surveywaves, is considerably higher amongst thosewhodo
have academic qualifications (76%) than amongst thosewho do not
(57%). This is graphically corroborated by the corresponding distri-
butions across individuals presented in the bottom panel of Fig. 1.
Overall, we calculated that the percentage of truth tellers repre-
sents slightly more than two thirds (69%) of the NCDS sample.
Looking at the share of consistent truth tellers amongst those
correctly reporting their attainment in a given survey wave, we
find that among those who do have academic qualifications, 90%
(=0.761/0.844) of individuals who report so correctly in wave 1
will also report correctly in wave 2 and 95% (=0.761/0.803) of in-
dividuals who reported correctly in wave 2 had also reported cor-
rectly in wave 1. Among thosewith no academic qualifications, the
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and 92%). Figures from just one survey round may thus not reveal
behaviour, as we have shown that individuals with or without the
qualification of interest have different survey response patterns
over time. Our results do however show that the bulk of correct
classification can be attributed to some degree of persistency in the
reporting of individuals across waves, while the remaining error
(about 5 to 14 percentage points depending on the measurement
considered) is not systematic.
Our results further provide a formal test against the assumption
that self-reported measurements in the 1981 and the 1991 sur-
veys are conditionally independent given D∗. This would amount
to assuming conditionally independent errors in the two survey
measurements, thus ruling out possible correlation that may arise,
for example, from unobserved individual propensity to misreport.
Under the assumption stated, the covariance between D1S and D
2
S ,
conditional on the true attainment D∗, would be zero, meaning
that the probability of consistent classification in Table 4 should
be equal to the product of the probabilities of exact classification
in the two waves in Table 3. The evidence we find clearly points to
a different pattern (for those with qualifications, 0.761 > 0.678 =
0.844× 0.803; for those without qualifications, 0.573 > 0.415 =
0.666× 0.623), highlighting the presence of positive autocorrela-
tion in measurements after controlling for D∗.24
Consistent over-reporters appear to be an important fraction of
the no-qualification sample: over one quarter (26.3%) of the NCDS
members without any academic qualification over-report their at-
tainment at both surveywaves. The size of this groupwould be no-
ticeably overstated if one were to consider only what happens in
one survey wave (33.4% and 37.7% of the no-qualification samples
in the 1981 and in the 1991 surveys, respectively). These two sets
of results thus suggest that between 21% and 30% of over-reporting
errors in a given wave are the results of non-systematic recording
errors.
In survey data asking for a positive trait, one would expect the
share of consistent under-reporters to bemuch lower than the one
of over-reporters. Indeed, at 11.3%, it is more than half the size. As
was the case for over-reporting, focusing on one surveywave alone
would overstate the amount of under-reporting. Once we again
combine the cross-sectional and panel results, we find that the
share of under-reporting errors accounted for by non-systematic
survey errors is quite similar to the one that accounted for over-
reporting errors (28% and 43%), giving us confidence that we have
indeed isolated the true random error component that occurs in-
dependently of individual behaviour.
The last group, the ‘‘confused’’, are those whose attainment
is correctly recorded in one wave, but misrecorded in the other.
This group makes up 14% of the NCDS sample, with slightly more
‘‘confused’’ among the no-qualification group (16.4%) than among
the qualification group (12.6%). The most interesting subgroup
amongst the ‘‘confused’’ is the group affected by recall bias, whose
share is given by fDS |D∗ [1, 0|1].We estimated the incidence of recall
errors among those with the qualification at 6.2%, and in the NCDS
sample at 1.1%.
5.3. Returns to any academic qualification
This section presents our estimates of the true return from
achieving any academic qualification, focusing on themale sample
24 Note also that this correlation cannot be explained by the observable
characteristics X: the evidence discussed is against the assumption that D1S and
D2S are conditionally independent given D
∗ and X , as there must be at least one
value of X such that the latter assumption is violated. Fig. 6 in the online appendix
(see Appendix C) presents the conditional distributions fD2S |D∗D1S X [a|1, b, x] and
fD2S |D∗D1S X [a|0, b, x], visualizing the strong correlation across self-reports in the twosurvey waves.of the NCDS. The bulk of the discussion of our empirical findings
is devoted to our estimates of the average return to achieving any
academic qualification for those individualswho have chosen to do
so (ATT) under Assumption 6 of strong ignorability.We then briefly
discuss our estimates of the average return for a specific group
(LATE) under Assumption 7 that a valid instrumental variable is
available.
5.3.1. Estimating returns under strong ignorability
As argued in Section 4, the NCDS contains very rich background
information, including not only detailed family background
variables, but also an array of cognitive and personality measures
taken as early as age 7.25 This makes this data particularly suited
to exploring estimation of returns under Assumption 6, i.e. that
controlling for the full set of observed variables is enough to
directly correct for selection (or ‘‘ability’’) bias.
Our point of departure in this subsection are the ‘raw’ OLS
estimates from Table 1 (discussed in Section 4.3) which do not
account for misclassification in the educational measures. We
focus on the OLS estimates as the fully interacted regressionmodel
(FILM) did not provide evidence of heterogeneous returns. OLS
is also the standard methodological choice for the estimation of
returns in the UK (see e.g. Dearden, 1999; Dearden et al., 2002;
McIntosh, 2006; Jenkins et al., 2007; Department for Business,
Innovation and Skills, 2011), making it the ideal benchmark for
comparison with the method we propose.
Let∆FULL and∆LFS thus denote OLS estimates obtained from the
raw data without controlling for misclassification and employing
either the full set of controls available in the NCDS or the LFS-
style variables. Estimates that are adjusted for misclassification
following the procedure outlined in Section 3 are denoted by∆∗FULL
and ∆∗LFS . Under Assumption 6, ∆
∗
FULL is the true ATT, i.e. ∆
∗
FULL =
EY1|D∗ [Y1|1] − EY0|D∗ [Y0|1].
Our estimate of ∆∗FULL is a 26.7% wage gain from achieving at
least O-levels, with a posterior standard deviation of 0.072 (see
Table 5). When we correct for misrecording but only rely on the
smaller set of controls (∆∗LFS), the estimated ATT is 37.8% with a
posterior standard deviation of 0.042 (note that we use such lim-
ited set of variables both to estimate the misclassification proba-
bilities and to then estimate the return). Taken together, these two
results point to a 42% upward bias in estimated returns that do not
fully control for selection into educational attainment.
Next, we compare ourmost reliable estimate,∆∗FULL, to OLS esti-
mates based on either the full set or the LFS-set of controls. Interest
in the latter comparison arises from thewidespread practice in the
UK of estimating returns using OLS regression based on LFS data
and ignoring potential misclassification (see e.g. McIntosh, 2006;
Jenkins et al., 2007; Department for Business, Innovation and Skills,
2011). In order to heuristically compare frequentist and Bayesian
estimates, we construct p-values using the asymptotic distribution
of the OLS estimator, calculating the probability of values larger, in
absolute terms, than∆∗FULL. This amounts to assuming that the lat-
ter is the true value of the ATT. To ease readability, in the table we
simply refer to these numbers as p-values for the statistical differ-
ence between∆∗FULL and∆FULL, or between∆
∗
FULL and∆LFS .
A first important result is that controlling for misclassification
matters, and leads to an estimate of∆∗FULL which is statistically dif-
ferent from the ones of∆FULL based on either educational measure.
25 A large body of evidence has in fact underscored the importance of both
cognitive and non-cognitive abilities in predicting many socio-economic outcomes
(see e.g. Almlund et al., 2011 and Borghans et al., 2008 for extensive reviews on the
powerful role of personality skills, and recent evidence by Heckman et al., 2013 on
their importance in explaining the effects of an educational intervention).
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p-value:∆FULL = ∆∗FULL 0.000 0.000 0.000
Note. The top panel of the table reports the ATT (∆∗FULL) computed as described in Section 3 under Assumption 6, which represents our most reliable estimate (posterior
standard deviation is in parentheses). It is obtained using the full set of controls, and adjusting for misclassification. Also, reported is the OLS estimate of the same parameter
from Table 1, using LFS controls (∆LFS) and the full set of controls available in the NCDS sample (∆FULL). P-values refer to the test of equality of the two estimates (see
Section 5 for a description of how the test was implemented).Specifically, controlling for ability bias but ignoring misclassifica-
tion leads to a 35% downward bias in the case of concurrent re-
ports and to a 51% downward bias when using reports based on
recall. Ignoring misclassification would thus provide a highly mis-
leading picture of how much people with academic qualifications
have gained by investing in education.
Ignoring both omitted-ability bias and potential misclassifica-
tion in recorded attainment close to completion (either in the
school files or self-reported), we find a return to academic quali-
fications (∆LFS) of 33%, which is significantly different from ∆∗FULL.
We thus do not find any evidence of balancing biases; quite to the
contrary, ignoring both biases leads to a sizeable upward bias in es-
timated returns of around one quarter (24%). This result is reassur-
ingly consistent with the findings in Battistin and Sianesi (2011),
who bound the ATT and find that ignoring both misreporting and
omitted ability bias would generally lead to at times quite severely
upward biased estimates of true returns. In a situation where ed-
ucational records were obtained relatively close to the completion
of the qualification of interest – irrespective of whether reported
from school or individuals – we thus find that the policymaker or
analyst cannot simply rely onmeasurement error to cancel out the
ability bias. The resulting calibration rule to get the LFS-style es-
timate of the average return to academic qualifications for males
close to the true return suggests to multiply the ‘‘raw’’ estimate by
0.8.
With educational information collected after over 10 years
since completion we expect the relative importance of omitted
variable bias and measurement error bias to shift, given that, in
line with a priori expectations, we have found the recall measure
to suffer from a larger extent of misclassification. Indeed, relying
on the recall educational measure and controlling only for the LFS-
style variables, the estimated raw return (∆LFS) is 29.3%, which is
more than halved once we control for the full set of observables
(∆FULL being equal to 13.1%). However, once we compare these es-
timates to the true return (∆∗FULL) of 26.7%, we find that the latter
is very close and statistically indistinguishable (at the 90% level)
from the raw estimate ∆LFS . In this application, measurement er-
ror in recall information is thus strong enough to fully compensate
for the upward bias induced by omitted ability controls. Specifi-
cally, while estimates that correct for misclassification but not for
selection incur a 42% upward bias (compare∆∗FULL to∆
∗
LFS), control-
ling for selection but ignoring misclassification gives rise to a bias
of roughly the samemagnitude (51%) but of different sign. Hence in
sharp contrast to a situation where information on education was
obtained relatively close to attainment, when relying on recall in-
formation it seems indeed to be the case that the two biases cancel
each other out. There thus seems to be no need for a calibration
rule: LFS-style estimates of the average return to academic quali-
fications based on recall information on qualifications are indeed
very close to the true return.5.3.2. Estimating returns under an exclusion restriction
To instrument the acquisition of academic qualifications at the
minimum school leaving age we use a combined measure of fa-
ther’s and mother’s interest in the child’s education as assessed by
the child’s teacher when the child was 7 years old (see Section 4).
The identifying assumption of thismodel requires parental interest
at age 7 to be legitimately excluded from potential wages at age 33
for given early cognitive and non-cognitive traits, early school per-
formance (measured by test scores at age 11), family background
and school type. One could in general argue that in addition to edu-
cational attainment, parental interest could affect other individual
traits, such as motivation or self-esteem, that could in turn affect
wages. In defending the exclusion restriction it is thus crucial to be
able to condition on such types of socio-emotional characteristics,
as well as on the parental choice of school and on the child’s early
school performance after parental interest was measured.
An important feature of an IV model is that it estimates a
LATE, in our case the average return for those children who would
acquire at least minimum academic qualifications only if their
parents were very interested in their education, but who would
otherwise stop at 16without any qualifications. The estimated pro-
portion of compliers is 2% in the population, our LATE thus per-
tains to a very small proportion of the population. As was the case
for the ‘raw’ IV estimates in Section 4.4, our IV estimate that cor-
rects for misclassification is very imprecisely estimated, showing a
statistically insignificant 22.6% average wage gain for the compli-
ers (with posterior standard deviation of 23.2). Following the same
testing procedure of Section 5.3, a heuristic comparison of the raw
and corrected IV estimates fails to uncover any significant differ-
ences. These results should only be taken as illustrative at best, as
all estimates are highly imprecise and indeed none is individually
significant.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we have provided reliable estimates of the re-
turns to educational qualifications in the UK that allow for the
possibility of misreported attainment under two alternative iden-
tifying assumptions: strong ignorability and an exclusion restric-
tion. We have additionally identified the extent of misreporting
in different types of commonly used data sources on educational
qualifications: exam transcript files from schools and self-reported
educational measures at different elapsed times after completion
of the qualification of interest. We have thus provided estimates of
the relative reliability of these different data sources, as well as of
the temporal correlation in individual response patterns.
Under strong ignorability we have also produced some simple
calibration rules as to how to correct returns estimated ondata that
rely on self-reported measures of qualifications and contain lim-
ited or no information on individual ability and family background
characteristics (such as the Labour Force Survey).
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Summary statistics.
Variable Mean Std.dev.
Real log hourly wage 2.059 (0.426)
Any academic qualifications by age 23
School report 0.588 (0.492)
Self report at age 23 0.650 (0.477)
Self report at age 33 0.640 (0.480)
White 0.972 (0.166)
Ability at 7
Math test score 4.944 (2.840)
Verbal test score 21.41 (9.500)
BSAG total score all syndromes 7.797 (8.357)
First factor Rutter Behaviour Scale 0.061 (0.761)
Factor score cognitive and non-cognitive measures −0.098 (0.969)
Any ability measure missing 0.144 (0.351)
Ability at 11
Math test score 16.756 (11.55)
Verbal score on general ability test 20.276 (11.42)
Non verbal score on general ability test 19.491 (10.07)
Reading comprehension score 15.162 (8.153)
BSAG total score all syndromes 6.921 (8.147)
First factor Rutter Behaviour Scale 0.069 (0.708)
Factor score cognitive and non-cognitive measures −0.030 (0.932)
Any ability measure missing 0.187 (0.390)
Parental background
Father’s years of education 7.634 (4.693)
Father’s education missing 0.172 (0.377)
Mother’s years of education 7.709 (4.435)
Mother’s education missing 0.158 (0.365)
Father’s age (child aged 16) 43.06 (13.72)
Father’s age missing 0.076 (0.265)
Mother’s age (child aged 16) 41.51 (10.76)
Mother’s age missing 0.048 (0.214)
Father’s social class (child aged 16)
Professional 0.049 (0.217)
Intermediate 0.148 (0.355)
Skilled non-manual 0.083 (0.276)
Skilled manual 0.310 (0.463)
Semi-skilled non-man 0.011 (0.103)
Semi-skilled manual 0.098 (0.297)
Unskilled manual 0.029 (0.168)
Unknown/unempl/no father/missing 0.272 (0.445)
Mother employed (child aged 16) 0.540 (0.499)
Number of siblings 1.740 (1.772)
Number of siblings missing 0.072 (0.258)
School type at age 16
Comprehensive 0.489 (0.500)




Missing school information 0.160 (0.367)
Region at age 16
North Western 0.104 (0.305)
North 0.070 (0.254)
East and West Riding 0.084 (0.277)
North Midlands 0.076 (0.265)
London and South East 0.144 (0.351)
Eastern 0.081 (0.272)
Southern 0.060 (0.238)





Father and/or mother overly or very interested in child’s education at age 7 0.436 (0.496)
Number of observations 2716
Note. Reported are summary statistics from raw data from the British National Child Development Survey (see Section 4 for more details).Results in this paper thus represent a new piece of evidence for
appreciating the relative reliability of different sources of educa-
tional information, aswell as for checking the robustness of current
estimates of returns to the presence of misreported qualifications.
Knowing the extent of misreporting also has obvious implications
for the interpretation of other studies that use educational attain-
ment as an outcome variable or for descriptive purposes.Appendix A. Proof of non-parametric identification
The aim of this Appendix is to show that the setup considered
in Section 2 is sufficient to non-parametrically identify themixture
components fY |D∗ [y|d∗] and the extent of misclassification in the
data. We use the setting considered by Hu (2008) to allow for
over-identification which, for the case at hand, arises because of
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individuals; for simplicity, the conditioning on V = v will be left
implicit throughout.
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,
which are characterized by 10 unknowns.
Using Assumptions 1 and 2 there is:
fYDS |DT [y, dS |dT ] =
1
d∗=0
fY |D∗ [y|d∗]fDS |D∗ [dS |d∗]fD∗|DT [d∗|dT ],
fDS |DT [dS |dT ] =
1
d∗=0
fDS |D∗ [dS |d∗]fD∗|DT [d∗|dT ],
or, in matrix notation:
FYDS |DT = FD∗|DTFY |D∗FDS |D∗ , (2)
FDS |DT = FD∗|DTFDS |D∗ . (3)
Now, under Assumption 4 the matrix FD∗|DT is nonsingular
(i.e. full rank), so that from (3) there is:
FDS |D∗ = F −1D∗|DTFDS |DT , (4)
which if substituted into (2) yields:
FYDS |DT = FD∗|DTFY |D∗F −1D∗|DTFDS |DT .
Identification of FY |D∗ ,FD∗|DT and FDS |D∗ is achieved by con-
sidering a particular type of generalized inverse, called the right
Moore–Penrose inverse, which here always exists and is unique
provided that the matrix to be inverted is of full rank (see, for ex-
ample, Seber, 2008). Define:
A+ ≡ A′(AA′)−1.
ThematrixA+ is known as the rightMoore–Penrose inverse of the
matrix A and has the property that AA+ equals the identity ma-
trix. It follows that:
FYDS |DTF
+
DS |DT = FD∗|DTFY |D∗F −1D∗|DT ,
where FDS |DT has full rank because of Assumption 5. By defining
M ≡ FYDS |DTF +DS |DT , mixture components FY |D∗ and misclassifica-
tion probabilitiesFD∗|DT can be obtained as eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors from the eigenvalue decomposition ofM.
Additional assumptions need to be imposed to establish a
unique correspondence between the eigenvalues and the eigen-
vectors in this factorization. First, Assumption 3 guarantees that
there exist two eigenvalues in the diagonal matrix FY |D∗ , and
that these are distinguishable. Second, Assumption 4 ensures that
FD∗|DT is a diagonally dominant matrix, hence determining the or-
dering of the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors. Third, in order to
fully characterize the distribution fD∗|DT [d∗|dT ], the eigenvectors
need to be suitably normalized using the property that for any
given dT Pr(D∗ = 1|DT = dT )+ Pr(D∗ = 0|DT = dT ) = 1. Knowl-
edge of the latter probabilities implies, via (4), identification of thefDS |D∗ [dS |d∗]’s and of the fD∗ [d∗]’s. This in turn implies identifica-
tion of the mixture weights in (1).
The above argument may be generalized further to accommo-
date for D∗,DS and DT to be categorical random variables taking an
arbitrary number of values as long as the conditional independence
assumption between DT and DS is maintained. In this more gen-
eral setting, the main complication lies in the fact that FD∗|DT is no
longer a squarematrix, and that the existence of its left generalized
inverse, crucial to obtain Eq. (4) and defined byA− = A(A′A)−1,
is not guaranteed by the full rank condition stated above. It must
also be the case that the number of columns of the matrix to be
inverted is larger than the number of its corresponding rows. In
our setup, this would amount to assuming that the support of the
instrument DT is larger than the support of the latent random vari-
able D∗, an assumption which is standard in the literature on in-
strumental variables. Finally, a generalization of Assumptions 3
and 4would be required to identify the ordering of eigenvalues and
eigenvectors. This would introduce refinements to what discussed
above that call for further research.
Appendix B
See Table 6.
Appendix C. Supplementary data
Supplementary material related to this article can be found
online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jeconom.2014.03.002.
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